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We study the statistical properties of the generation of random graphs according the configuration
model, where one assigns randomly degrees to nodes. This model is often used, e.g., for the scale-
free degree distribution ∼ dγ . For the efficient variant, where non-feasible edges are rejected and
the construction of a graph continues, there exists a bias, which we calculate explicitly for a small
sample ensemble. We find that this bias does not disappear with growing system size. This becomes
also visible, e.g., for scale-free graphs when measuring quantities like the graph diameter. Hence,
the efficient generation of general scale-free graphs with a very broad distribution (γ < 2) remains
an open problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Networks have become a very valuable tool when ana-
lyzing complex systems like social communities, protein
interactions, the Internet or the spread of diseases [1–6].
There are two basic approaches to analyze the creation,
structure, and behavior of networks: One is to look at
specific real-world networks and analyze as many param-
eters as possible, comparing them to other specific real-
world networks. The second approach is to generalize
form the given data and to find network ensembles which
describe one or several real-world networks as close as
possible. These ensembles are intended to be generated
within computer simulations [7] and analyzed using sta-
tistical methods. Thus, one has to find methods for gen-
erating model networks exhibiting the desired features.
These samples should have good statistical properties,
which means that each realization of the graph should
be created with a desired probability, often this the uni-
form ensemble. A generation method which fulfills this
is called unbiased.

Well known ensembles are small-world networks [8, 9]
and scale-free networks, the latter exhibiting a power-law
distribution with density

P (d) ∼ d−γ (d > 0) (1)

for the degrees d, i.e., the number of neighbors of a node.
Such a behavior for the degree distribution is often ob-
served for real-world systems [10–15]. A very efficient
method to generate random graphs is preferential attach-

ment [16–19]. For some networks, like citation networks,
this is a very suitable model. Nevertheless, this does
not allow to generate graphs with a very broad degree
distribution γ < 2. Also, the preferential attachment
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process does create certain correlations, in particular the
obtained graphs are always connected. Hence, for gen-
eral models which do not make any assumptions beyond
the degree distributions, other methods have to be used.

A more general approach is to first draw a degree se-
quence from the desired degree distribution and in a sec-
ond step to assign the edges randomly such that all simple
graphs (without multiple connections or self-loops) which
are feasible for this degree sequence are equiprobable [20].
Note that this generates labeled graphs, i.e., each node
is distinguishable from the other nodes. This means,
e.g., the (single) graph with degrees d1 = 2, d2 = 1,
d3 = 1 is different from the graph exhibiting d1 = 1,
d2 = 2, d3 = 1. A method which is frequently used for
graphs with predefined degree sequences is the configu-

ration model. Bender and Canfield [21] and Bóllobas [22]
introduced the mathematical background in 1978–1980.
A very efficient algorithm was described by Newman et
al. [23] in 2001. For each vertex with a given degree,
stubs are created, which are the points where edges are
emerging from the vertex. In a second step random pairs
of stubs are connected until there are no stubs left. In
order to be able to connect all stubs the total number of
stubs must be even. For randomly drawn sets of stubs
this can be archived by disregarding sets with an odd
number of stubs and generating a new set. In the con-
figuration model, however, it is possible that two stubs
of the same vertex are connected creating a self loop, or
two different vertices are connected with multiple edges.
When statistically analyzing networks usually one con-
siders simple graphs. Therefore self-loops and multiple
edges have to be avoided when generating these graphs
in a computer. There are several possibilities how to deal
with this problem described in [24].

One method (“refusal”), is to disregard all non-simple
graphs and redo the algorithm until a simple graph is
created. In other words, as soon as a self-loop or mul-
tiple edge is created all connections made so far have to
be disregarded and the generation process is restarted.
This procedure will generate all graphs with a given set
of degrees with equal probability [24]. The disadvantage
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of this procedure is that many attempts may be needed
to create a simple graph with this method,. This be-
comes quite annoying in particular for scale free graphs
with a broad degree distribution (γ < 2) where for a
large number of nodes it becomes impossible to generate
a single graph instance. For example, if one accepts for
constructing a graph up to one CPU hour, for γ = 1 only
graphs with about n = 30 nodes are feasible while for
γ = 2 one can go up to n = 300.

In practice, in many publications a different approach
(“repetition”) is used: Much fewer graphs are thrown
away if, when encountering the generation of a forbidden
edge, the connections made so far are kept and only the
last connection is disregarded and a new pair of stubs is
randomly drawn as explicitly mentioned by Milo et al.
[25] or later on by Catanzaro et al. [26]. Apparently this
approach is used in many applications, although some-
times no details are given how these conflicts during the
graph generation are solved, like, e.g., in the original Ref.
[23]. Nevertheless, the ensemble generated in this way
exhibits a bias since now the sub-pairing probability de-
pends on the graph generated so far. This was observed
for one sample degree sequence of a very small multi-
graph by King [27]. The existence of this bias leads to
the question, whether this bias persists when going to
larger, realistic graphs. In particular it could be that for
measurable quantities, within error bars, the results of
the true and the biased ensembles agree. We will show
in this paper that indeed the bias persists when studying
larger graphs, in particular it will be visible for a global
graph property, the graph diameter.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows:
Next, in the second section, we introduce a simple re-
stricted ensemble, which allows us to investigate its sta-
tistical properties as a function of the system size. We
will understand for its smallest instance explicitly how
the bias arises when repeating the creation of edges in
case of forbidden edges. In the third section, we study
this bias as a function of the system size, for a small
range of sizes, where this is feasible. In the fourth sec-
tion, we investigate the behavior of the graph diameter
for ensembles of scale-free graphs. Finally, in the con-
clusions, we summarize our results and discuss other ap-
proaches like Markov chain Monte Carlo simulations [28]
or a recently proposed rejection-free method [29] where
the graphs carry additional weights.

II. EXAMPLE

In order to compare both variants of the configuration
model, with edge repetition or without (i.e., refusal), we
look at a simple example. Consider a graph with 5 ver-
tices. For this example and for the examples in the sub-
sequent section, we aim at graphs having roughly half of
the nodes exhibiting degree 1 and half of the nodes de-
gree 2. For our example here, the degree and therefore
the number of stubs for each vertex is fixed as follows:

d1 = 2, d2 = 2, d3 = 2, d4 = 1, d5 = 1. Connecting all
stubs can lead to two possible graph topologies as shown
in figure 1. Either vertex 4 and 5 are connected and the
resulting graph is split into two subgraphs (A), or the
graph is a single line with a variable order of the vertices
(B). For an unbiased sampling, each of the seven realiza-
tions of the graph should occur with the same probability.
Since only one realization leads to the graph topology A

and 6 to the graph topology B, the ratio p(A)
p(B) should be

1
6 . The process of building up the graph by connecting
stubs using the approach where the process is restarted
once an invalid edge is obtained (refusal) is illustrated in
figure 2.

One starts (left Fig. 2) with a completely unconnected
graph. In the first step one out of eight stubs is picked,
the stub is removed from the pool and a second stub
(out of the seven remaining ones) is picked at random.
The associated vertices are connected. There are four
different possible configurations after the first edge has
been made. Three valid edges are: Two vertices of de-
gree 2 are connected, a vertex with degree 2 is connected
to a vertex with degree 1, or the two vertices with de-
gree 1 are connected. A forbidden edge is attempted,
if the first and the second stub belong to the same ver-
tex, i.e., a self edge. This latter case is disregarded by
restarting the graph-generation process. All probabilities
shown in Fig. 2 can be easily calculated by hand. This
leads finally to the probability p for the different topolo-
gies. The probability to generate graph topology A in one
trial is p(A) = 8

105 , p(B) = 48
105 and the probability to

end up disregarding the graph is p(C) = 49
105 . Consider-

ing the valid topologies one finds a ratio of the two graph
topologies of p(A)/p(B) = 1/6 as expected. Hence, even
for this small graph for only about 50% of the times the
graph-generation process will lead to a valid graph while
in the other case the process has to be restarted from an
empty graph.

Fewer restarts are needed, if the second variant (repe-
tition) is applied, i.e., if just the last pair of stubs leading
to a forbidden edge is disregarded. This generation pro-
cess is shown in figure 3. In each step the transition
probability ptrans(i → j) from one configuration i to an-
other j is calculated in the following way: It contains the
probability pdirect(i → j) that the corresponding stubs
are selected immediately. Nevertheless, since after an in-
valid choice the step is repeated, more terms contribute,
e.g., the probability perror(i) that first an invalid pair of
stubs is selected times the probability pdirect(i → j) that
in the second try the corresponding stubs are selected. In
the same way, also the probability contributes that two
invalid tries are performed before a valid pair of subs is
selected, and so on:

ptrans(i → j) =
∞∑

n=0

pdirect(i → j) (perror(i))
n

(2)

=
pdirect(i → j)

1 − perror(i)
(3)
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FIG. 1: Seven possible realizations of a graph with five vertices for the degrees d1 = 2, d2 = 2, d3 = 2, d4 = 1, d5 = 1

FIG. 2: (color online) Generation of graph with five vertices having degrees d1 = 2, d2 = 2, d3 = 2 (black circles), d4 = 1, d5 = 1
(open circles) with refusing non-simple graphs. Starting from the left, in each step two stubs are picked randomly and connected
which can lead to several configurations, shown by pictographs. Configurations which are equivalent are summarized into one
pictograph. For example, whether in the first step node 1 and 2, or node 1 and 3 are connected makes no difference. Possible
transitions between configurations are indicated by lines. The transition probabilities to reach a certain configuration from the
current one are indicated by rational numbers shown next to the lines. The probabilities to have reached a certain configuration
are indicated by the rational numbers beneath the pictographs. Reaching a non-valid configuration is indicated by the “crossed
out” graphs at the bottom of the different columns.
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By manually calculating these probabilities, on arrives
at the process displayed in Fig. 3. Note that as long
as there exists a valid edge which can be formed, this
method does not have to restart the complete generation
process. For this reason, the probability that one has to
restart the full process is zero in early stages. There are
however configurations towards the termination of the
process which have only stubs left that lead to forbidden
edges. In these few cases the generation process has to
be restarted. The ratio of the two graph topologies is
p(A)/p(B) = 41

224 which is different from the correct ratio
of 1/6 = 28/224. The probability of forming a graph
topology, where the graph splits into two subgraphs is
too high, compared to the formation of a single line.

III. SIZE-DEPENDENCE

The number of vertices and the degrees in the exam-
ple in previous section were chosen to be as simple as
possible such that an effect can be observed. Neverthe-
less, one might wonder whether for larger graphs, the
bias somehow decreases such that in the end it becomes
unimportant. In order to investigate how this effect be-
haves for larger n, the two methods (refusal/repetition)
are compared numerically by randomly generating a large
number of graphs using a predetermined list of stubs
and counting the number of generated instances for each
graph realization. Again we aimed at graphs where
roughly half of the nodes have degree 1 and the other half
has degree 2. We considered graph sizes n = 6, 8, 10, 12.
An even higher number of nodes is not feasible, because
the number of possible graphs increases strongly. For
n = 8 and n = 12 exactly half of the vertices have degree
1 and the other half has degree 2. For n = 6 (n = 10)
two (four) vertices have degree 1 and four (six) vertices
degree 2. This results in an even number of stubs in all
cases. The number of generated graphs was chosen such
that on average 10000 graphs were created per possible
graph realization. The exact number of possible realiza-
tions (bins of the histogram) for each graph size n can
be found in table I. The resulting histograms are shown
in figure 4.

For all sizes shown in figure 4 each realization occurs,
within statistical variation, with the same probability, if
the entire graph is refused as soon as the first forbid-
den edge occurs. If just the forbidden edges are disre-
garded (repetition), some realizations appeared signifi-
cantly more often than others. These deviations are es-
pecially prominent for large graph sizes. Hence, the bias
of the repetition method does not disappear!

The make the statement also more quantitatively, we
calculated p-values from a chi-squared test [7] for the
sampled histograms assuming an equal distribution of re-
alizations. The resulting p-values are shown in table I.
In addition to the p-values from 10000 sampled graphs
per bin as used in the figures, also the resulting p-values
for a smaller number of 1000 graphs per bin are shown.

n # bins 1000/bin 10000/bin

refusal repetition refusal repetition

6 31 0.75 2.8 · 10−3 0.33 4.6 · 10−23

8 393 0.52 8.5 · 10−19 0.76 0.0

10 18012 0.15 4.1 · 10−142 0.36 0.0

12 332790 0.91 0.0 1.0 0.0

TABLE I: The p-values obtained from a chi-squared test for
the sampled histograms assuming an uniform distribution of
realizations (↔ bins) for an average of 1000 and 10000 sam-
pled graphs per bin.

The p-value for the refusal method varies between 0.15
and 1.00 for the different cases. This statically sup-
ports the result that all graph realizations are equiprob-
able, hence the ensemble is not biased. When using the
method with repetition of edge creation the value is by
several orders of magnitude smaller and decreases quickly
for increasing graph size n. For a large number of sam-
ples per bin and/or large graphs, the p-value is even just
0 within the standard numerical accuracy. This clearly
shows that the different graphs are not equiprobable.

Another way to analyze the statistics of the graph
generation process is to find a measurable quantity that
might differ on average when using different generation
methods. Here, we considered the graph diameter , which
is among all pairwise shortest path distances of a graph
the longest one (omitting infinite distance if two nodes
are not connected). For the sample graphs of Sec. II,
one obtains an average diameter of 212/156 ≈ 3.79 for
the (unbiased) refusal approach, while for the repeti-
tion approach a much smaller value of 978/325 ≈ 3.01
is obtained. For larger systems sizes the difference be-
comes smaller, but still measurable: The average diam-
eter dmax and the standard error for 107 randomly gen-
erated graphs of size n = 6, 8, 10, 12 with degrees as de-
scribed above can be found in table II. We state dif-
ferences of the diameters normalized by the maximum
standard error σ̃ given by

∆ = (dmax(refusal) − dmax(repetition))/σ̃ . (4)

The differences in diameter are now quite small but
still statistically significant. Hence, studying measurable
quantities might be a promising approach to investigate
ensembles of even larger graphs, which we present in the
next section.

IV. DIAMETER OF SCALE-FREE GRAPHS

To investigate, whether the bias present in the repe-
tition approach is measurable for even larger graphs, we
studied scale-free graphs where the node degrees are sam-
pled from the distribution shown in Eq. 1. For γ ≤ 2 the
first moment of this distribution diverges in the thermo-
dynamic limit. For γ ≤ 3 the second moment diverges.
This can lead to vertices with very high degrees. Figure
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FIG. 3: (color online) Generation of the same graph as shown in Fig. 2, see there for details, but now with repeated selection
of pairs of stubs in case invalid edges are selected.

n dmax refusal dmax repetition ∆

6 2.4839 ± 0.0001 2.4771 ± 0.0001 68

8 2.4580 ± 0.0001 2.4570 ± 0.0001 10

10 2.8632 ± 0.0001 2.8628 ± 0.0001 4

12 2.7831 ± 0.0001 2.7843 ± 0.0001 -12

TABLE II: Mean diameter dmax and standard error for 107

sampled graphs, for the refusal and repetition approaches,
respectively, for different graph sizes n. The last column dis-
plays the normalized differences ∆ of the diameters.

5 shows the mean diameter of scale-free graphs with ex-
ponents of γ = 2, 3, 4 for 10000 generated graphs as a
function of the number of vertices n. Here we also gener-
ated graphs where the maximum degree is cut off at

√
n.

This cutoff was suggested by Catanzaro et al. [26] in

order to remove degree correlations, which occur other-
wise for γ < 3. Also preventing very high degrees allows
to generate larger graphs at low values of γ using the
refusal approach. Nevertheless, we only studied γ ≥ 2,
because otherwise the refusal method does not allow to
study very large systems for all cases.

For γ = 2 the diameters deviate depending on the
method which is used for graph creation. The devia-
tion increases for increasing system size. Including the
cutoff increases the diameters for both generation ap-
proaches, but it does not reduce the difference between
both generation methods. For γ = 3, the differences be-
tween the different case become smaller. For γ = 4 there
is even very little difference in diameter for graphs gen-
erated with both methods. Introducing a cutoff for the
highest degree does not change the diameter at all in this
case, since high degrees are anyway very rare.
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FIG. 4: (color online) Histograms for number of generated
graph realizations. The two approaches repetition (red x sym-
bols) and refusal of non-simple graphs (black + symbols) are
compared for different graph sizes n = 6, 8, 10, 12.
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To study the differences between the unbiased refusal
and the biased repetition approaches more quantitatively,
we also calculated the normalized differences ∆ (Eq. 4)
between the average diameters, see Tan. III. Clearly,
even for large graphs, the error introduced by the bias of
the repetition approach is quite significant.

∆ n = 10 n = 50 n = 100 n = 200

γ = 2 -35 -37 -18 17

γ = 2 cutoff -34 -39 -18 21

γ = 3 -28 -32 -23 -26

γ = 3 cutoff -32 -29 -17 -15

γ = 4 -25 -15 -11 -8

γ = 4 cutoff -29 -15 -8 -7

TABLE III: Normalized difference ∆ between the average di-
ameters for scale free graphs (γ = 2, 3, 4), also when addition-
ally introducing a degree cutoff at

√
n.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the statistics of generating random
(labeled, simple) undirected graphs with prescribed de-
gree sequences using the configuration-model approach.
The basic idea is to assign each node a number of stubs
equal to its degree and then pair randomly selected stubs.
This leads to an unbiased sample, i.e., the weight is uni-
form, if only valid simple graphs are kept and all others
refused. In many cases, e.g., for scale-free graphs with
a very broad tail, this is very inefficient. Hence, in the
literature very often an approach is used where invalid
edges are immediately rejected and instead the current
stub-selection step is repeated. In this way much larger
graphs can be generated, even for a very broad degree
distribution. Nevertheless, this ensemble is biased, as
can be seen from a very simple example of a graph with
five nodes.

Our statistical analysis of related degree sequences for
graphs sizes n = 6, 8, 10, 12 shows that this bias does
not disappear. Instead, by using a chi-squared test, we
could show that the p-value decreases quickly such that
it becomes zero within the numerical accuracy. Even
worse, for measurable quantities like the diameter, the
average estimates differ by many error bars, also for much

larger sizes such as n = 200. Hence, for a careful anal-
ysis of graphs, either with prescribed degree sequences
or for an ensemble obtained by randomly drawing degree
sequences, the configuration model with repetition does
not work properly.

Recently, Del Genio et al. [29] proposed a rejection-
free approach which is based on restricting the sampling
in each step to the set of edges such that for the re-
maining degree sequence there is still a simple undirected
graph. The algorithm introduces a bias which is con-
trolled by calculating weights which allow for correcting
for this bias. Unfortunately, the distribution of weights
exhibit a log-normal distribution. Hence, in each set of
sampled graphs, there will be few samples which never-
theless carry a weight which is many orders of magni-
tude larger than the typical weight. In a sample study in
Ref. [29] for scale-free graphs with γ = 3 and n = 100,
the largest sampled graph (among 106 graphs) exhibited
a weight which exceeded the typical weight by a factor
of 1026. Hence, to calculate any measurable quantity,
an extremely small number of graphs (usually one if the
graphs are large) will contribute within a set of graphs
generated by this approach. Note that the algorithm of
Blitzstein and Diaconis [30], which was proposed in 2006,
suffers from the same problem. Therefore, it would be
very useful to alter these approaches such that preferen-
tially graphs with large weight are generated. Whether
this is possible remains an open question in the moment.

Hence, to our knowledge, there is to data no prac-
tical approach which allows efficiently to sample graphs
rejection-free of any given degree sequence without a bias.
Hence, it appears that one still should use methods which
are based on Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods, i.e.
which start with any feasible graph and perform swaps
of randomly selected edges [28]. Unfortunately, this ap-
proach creates correlations between subsequent graphs,
hence one has to take additional effort to estimate mix-
ing (decorrelation) times.
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